
Ideas of NET activities based on lessons and child preference/skill

RBT Resources: NET Activities

Video Examples of NET
Experiential instruction:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QMRQo79c02Ri6gRiUYDbwYs9PdDE4ytL/view?usp=sharing

Interspersing targets:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12s8xw3lMWwlW_82K0WcWDjo7CCAPbzem/view?usp=sharing

Receptive language:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BwYQgJuIx8_Vme71f0amFcEDFDWbeLxT/view?usp=sharing

We can do this by running frequent preference assessments
Presenting items we know are reinforcing to our clients
Pairing ourselves and items with existing conditioned reinforcers
Identifying appropriate play schemes and activities based on our client’s age, skill level, and
history of reinforcement
Should attempt to generalize skills by teaching them across different settings, people, etc.

If their motivation shifts to a different activity, follow your client’s motivation
Teach lesson in child’s environment in a playful manner
Embed lessons within daily activities that are already occurring
Focus on sharing and reinforcing attempts to respond
Follow either direct/indirect prompts your supervisor has deemed appropriate for lessons

Some lessons will require proactive planning
Identify specific activities that correlate with existing lessons

General
 In NET we want to make sure we are following our client’s motivation in order to maximize learning

Target items should be chosen by your client

In NET you may have less opportunities to target multiple trials for a specific lesson

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QMRQo79c02Ri6gRiUYDbwYs9PdDE4ytL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12s8xw3lMWwlW_82K0WcWDjo7CCAPbzem/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BwYQgJuIx8_Vme71f0amFcEDFDWbeLxT/view?usp=sharing


Examples of games- Bowling, rolling ball back and forth, catch, board games
Examples of activities- puzzles, riding a bike, swings, racing, coloring

Depending on supervisor programming can use physical prompt to turn child’s arm towards
RBT, proximity prompt by moving self or item closer to child, full directive- telling them “look”

Examples of specific lessons and how to target:

For waiting - can be targeted with anything that the child is motivated for. Waiting for a turn during
a game, snack, object

For eye contact- calling child’s name then showing them something
Ex. SD: “child’s name” R: child looks C: “Look at this cool car” 

For compliance- “sit down,” “stand up,” “clean up” use when transitioning from one activity to the
next

Task completion- knob puzzles, regular puzzles, games that have multiple pieces, ring toss

Basic Mands- Conduct frequent preference assessments to see what child is motivated for
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